
3RD-4TH GRADES ›› Week 2 Practice 
Passing Technique with the Inside of the Foot (Push Pass)

*Many of these practices require the use of four soccer balls. If you are limited in the number of soccer balls you have 
for practice, you can modify the games by creating lines based on the number of soccer balls you have available. 

Play Time (3-5 minutes)
Allow everyone to have an unstructured play time with 
a ball at the beginning of practice.

 » This allows players to practice tricks, score 
goals, chat with friends, and let out energy.

 » Players should be doing something soccer- 
related.

 » At the end of this time, allow everyone to 
score one goal and then meet up at the 
middle of your practice area.

How to Teach Passing Technique with the Inside of 
the Foot (Push Pass)

 » The ball is struck using the inside of the foot, 
right above the arch of the foot.

 » Toes should be raised slightly higher than the 
heel and the ankle should be locked.

 » Knees should be slightly bent for balance and 
the non-kicking (plant) foot is placed next to 
the ball and pointed in the direction of the 
pass.

 » Place eyes on the ball and strike through 
the middle of the ball. Make sure your leg is 
pointed toward the target.

 » Follow through with the passing leg after 
striking the ball.

Play Time & 
Welcome

Teaching the 
Skill & Warm-Up 

Activity / 
Game One 

Devotions Activity / 
Game Two

Rule of the Day 
& Scrimmage

Post-Practice 
Huddle

3-5 MIN 10 MIN 10 MIN 8 MIN 10 MIN 12 MIN 5 MIN
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Team Warm-Up (5 minutes)

Cone Warm-Up

Objective:

Develop soccer-oriented coordination

Equipment Needed:

Cones to set up grid (optional) or field lines can be 
used. You will need eight cones or objects.

Setup: 

Set up a 15 x 15 yard grid and place eight cones (any 
object can be used such as shoes, balls, vests, etc.) 
spread out within the grid. Players should all start next 
to an object. 

Activity:

Players begin jogging around the grid waiting for the 
coach’s signal.

On the coach’s signal, all players find an object and 
perform a designated exercise called out by the coach:

 » Hop: Stand next to an object and hop three 
times with feet together back and forth over 
it.

 »  Roll: Approach an object and roll on the 
ground quickly over the it, hop up, and find 
another one. 

 »  One-Legged Hop: Find an object and hop 
with the right foot only, back and forth over it 
three times, then switch and repeat with the 
left foot. 

 »  Push-up: Find an object and do one pushup 
next to it. Quickly get up and find the next 
one. 

Teaching the Skill (5 minutes)

Passing with the Inside of the Foot

Objective:

Introduce passing technique with the inside of the foot

Equipment Needed:

One ball for every two players

Setup:

Divide players into groups of two. Place players across 
from their partners with five yards of space between.

Activity:

 » On the coach’s signal, players pass the ball to 
their teammates with correct technique using 
the inside of their foot.

 » Allow players as many touches as necessary 
to receive the ball and pass it back.

 » If players are successful with the five-yard 
pass, increase distance to ten yards.

 » The pass should not leave the ground. Focus 
on proper technique and completion of the 
pass. 

Basic Passing Cone Warm-Up
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Activity:

 » Player A attempts to pass the ball through the 
legs of player B to the other side for player C 
to receive.

 » Player C then passes the ball back to player A 
trying to pass it through the legs of player B.

 » Every time the ball is successfully passed 
through the gate, the team scores a goal.

 » Each team tries to score as many goals as 
possible in one minute.

 » Switch player in the middle to the outside 
after each game.

 » Do not leave a player in the middle longer 
than one minute!

 » Move players closer or farther away from each 
other depending on skill level. Always allow 
them to be successful at the beginning! 

Players cannot go to the same object twice in a row. 
Every time an exercise is performed at an object, a 
point is given.

Do each exercise for one minute and encourage 
players to get as many points as possible!

Activity/Game One (10 minutes)

Tunnel Passing

Objective:

Learn how to pass with the inside of the foot while 
having fun

Equipment Needed:

Cones to set up a grid. You need one ball for every 
three players.

Setup:

Use cones to set up a 10 x 10 yard grid. Divide players 
into groups of three. Player A stands on one side of 
the grid with a ball, player B stands in the middle of 
the grid with feet apart (to create tunnel), and player C 
stands on the opposite side of the grid.

Tunnel Passing
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PRACTICE DEVOTIONS 

BIBLICAL VIRTUES:  PRACTICE 2 

Practice Card Reminder: At the end of practice, 
remember to distribute the practice cards entitled 
“Practice 2.” Encourage players to hang them up at 
home. 

Devotion 2: WISDOM is finding out what you 
should do and doing it.

MEMORY VERSE: 

“If any of you needs wisdom, you should ask God for it. 
He will give it to you.” James 1:5a, NIrV

BOTTOM LINE: 

If you want to be wise, hang out with wise people.

(Peer Example)

What qualities make for a good friend? (Pause as kids 
respond)

Friends are really important! When you’re having 
a bad day, they can crack a joke to make you feel 
better. When things are awesome, they’re with you 
to celebrate. Friends can definitely help make things 
more fun!

How do you choose friends? More than likely, the 
friends you have are friends from your neighborhood, 
from school or maybe even on this team. But choosing 
friends requires some wisdom. Wisdom is finding out 
what you should do and doing it!

Let’s talk for a few minutes about how we can apply 
wisdom when it comes to choosing the right kind of 
friends. Proverbs 13:20 says, “Walk with wise people 
and become wise. A companion, or friend, of foolish 
people suffers harm.” 

According to this verse, hanging out with wise people 
will help us, what? Yes, become wiser! That’s a pretty 
cool benefit, right?

But the reverse is also true. Do you remember what 
the second part of that verse said? “A companion, or 
friend, of fools suffers harm.” Do you know what a fool 
is? A fool is someone who lacks judgment or sense. 
This means that if you hang out with friends who don’t 
make smart choices, you’ll be much more likely to find 
yourself in trouble too. 

This isn’t about leaving someone out or being unkind. 
When it comes to close friends that you spend time 
with, it’s wise to choose friends that lead you in the 
right direction. Choosing your friends is a big deal. Let’s 
make sure that the people we spend the most time with 
are people who will make us wiser. So remember, if you 
want to be wise, hang out with wise people.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

3rd-4th Grade

1. Do you have friends who make wise choices? 
Give some examples.

2. Do you have friends who make not so wise 
choices? 

3. Have you ever been tempted to do make the not 
wise choice while around certain friends?

PRAYER:

God, thank you for friends! We know that all good 
things come from you and friends are definitely one 
of the best gifts ever. Help us to be wise about the 
friends we choose so that we can grow in wisdom too! 
We don’t want to be foolish or suffer harm. Thanks for 
loving us enough to care about who our friends are! 
We love you. In Jesus’ name we pray, amen.
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Low ball handling (waist height and below):

 » Basket technique

 » Elbows connected, pinkies close/touching

 » Head/Chest cover the ball (lid to the basket)

Balls on the ground:

 » Chest low, knees bent

 » One knee can drop to ground to form a wall

 » Basket technique

Diving for the ball:

 » Power step towards ball

 » Chest over front leg

 » Lead arm behind ball, trail arm on top of ball 
(use ground as third hand)

 » Extend/finish dive as far forward as possible

How to Teach Goalie Technique

 » Knees bent, feet shoulder width apart, on toes

 » “Fast feet”/use shuffling moves towards ball

 » Step out/lunge/power step forward towards 
ball

 » Arms/hands down in front of knees, palms 
facing up

 » Shoulders/head over knees, knees over toes

 » Catch the ball in balanced position leaning in 
direction of ball

 » Arms extended 75% (catch ball 1-2 feet away 
from chest)

 » Palms form shape of ”w” or “diamond”

 » Low balls use basket technique - elbows 
together/chest and head cover the ball (lid of 
basket)

 » Balls on ground drop one knee to ground 
to form a wall - chest over ball using basket 
technique

 » Dive using power step toward ball - chest 
over front leg- catch ball out in front hands 
behind and on top of ball

Posture:

 » Feet shoulder width apart. Knees over feet, 
check over knees.

 » On your toes

 » Arms/hands down at 45-degree angles

 » Palms facing up

Footwork:

 » On toes, fast feet

 » Shuffling side to side (over cross-over move)

 » Step out (power step), lunge, dive (forward 
toward ball, not backwards)

Catching ball:

 » Weight balanced, on your toes, and lean 
toward the ball

Chest level and above:

 » Arms extended 75% (catch ball 1-2 feet from 
chest)

 » Palms in “W” or “diamond” shape

 » Hands on top two squares of the ball

Goalie Introduction

Make sure the hands form a “W” 
when catching.

Practice catching at various heights 
and speeds in pairs.
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Activities:

 » Partner work

 » Three-person goalie in the middle

 » Red/White/Blue shooting and defending

 » Beat the goalie 4v1

Partner Work:

Objective:

 » Goalie (keeper) practice

 » Equipment: ball for each group of two

Set-up:

 » Set-up 15-20 feet apart from each other, 
facing.

 » Divide players into teams of two.

 » Practice catching at various heights and 
speeds in pairs. Include balls above the chest, 
below the chest, and balls on the ground.

 » Variation: Practice in front of goals. 

Rule of the Day
Kick-off
A kickoff is taken from the center circle at the start 
of each half and after a goal is scored. Kicks must go 
forward, toward the defending goal. The ball must 
touch another attacking player or defensive player 
before the initial kicker touches the ball again. If the 
kick does not go forward or if the ball is touched a 
second time by the initial kicker before another player 
touches the ball, the kickoff should be retaken. The 
kickoff is treated similar to a free kick. This means 
the opposing team must stay outside of the center 
circle (at least four yards away). Both teams must 
be on their own half of the field until the first touch 
on the ball is made, after which they may attempt to 
win the ball. Emphasize and teach this rule during the 
scrimmage! 

Scrimmage (10 minutes)
Use each scrimmage as a time to teach and review 
what was done in practice. Scrimmages can be played 
within your team or against another team.

Soccer Game

Objective:

Develop soccer technique while having fun

Equipment Needed:

Two goals and one ball 

Setup:

7 vs 7 format with two goals (incorporate goalie)

Post-Practice Huddle (5 minutes)
1. Gather players and parents for this meeting.

2. Review the learned skill from practice: Passing

3. Distribute practice cards and green practice stars 
(if included in your coach box).

4. Remind parents of next practice/game time and 
answer any questions parents may have.

5. End practice with a closing such as having 
players circle up to name one thing they learned, 
one thing they appreciate about their team or an 
end of practice chant such as one, two, three and 
then the team name.
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Alternate Activity
This activity can be used in addition to or in place of 
any of the previous activities.

Marbles

Objective:

Improve passing technique while having fun

Equipment Needed:

Cones to set up grid (optional), or field lines can be 
used. You need as many balls as possible.

Setup:

Set up a 15 x 15 yard grid. Divide players in two teams 
and place one team on each side of the grid. Place one 

ball (marble) in the middle of the grid.

Activity:

 » On the coach’s signal, players try to move the 
ball (marble) to the other team’s starting line 
by hitting it with a pass from their ball.

 » Once the game begins, allow players to use 
any ball that is available.

 » Players may not kick the marble in the middle 
to try to move it. 

Variation/Progression:

 » Allow players to roll the ball with their hands.

Coaching Points:

 » Players can use any ball to try to pass and hit 
the marble.

 » Ensure that each player is getting a turn. Do 
not allow the same few players to always kick 
the ball!

 » Adjust the size of the grid depending on the 
skill level of the players.

Marbles


